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The caging effect of the host environment on photochemical reactions of molecular oxygen is
investigated using monochromatic synchrotron radiation and spectrally resolved fluorescence.
Oxygen doped clusters are formed by coexpansion of argon and oxygen, by pickup of molecular
oxygen or by multiple pickup of argon and oxygen by neon clusters. Sequential pickup provides
radially ordered core-shell structures in which a central oxygen molecule is surrounded by argon
layers of variable thickness inside large neon clusters. Pure argon and core-shell argon-neon clusters
excited with �12 eV monochromatic synchrotron radiation show strong fluorescence in the vacuum
ultraviolet �vuv� spectral range. When the clusters are doped with O2, fluorescence in the visible
�vis� spectral range is observed and the vuv radiation is found to be quenched. Energy-resolved vis
fluorescence spectra show the 2 1�+→1 1�+�ArO�1S�→ArO�1D�� transition from argon oxide as
well as the vibrational progression A �3�u���=0�→X 3�g

−���� of O2 indicating that molecular
oxygen dissociates and occasionally recombines depending on the experimental conditions. Both the
emission from ArO and O2 as well the vuv quenching by oxygen are found to depend on the
excitation energy, providing evidence that the energy transfer from the photoexcited cluster to the
embedded oxygen proceeds via the O2

+ ground state. The O2
+ decays via dissociative recombination

and either reacts with Ar resulting in electronically excited ArO or it recombines to O2 within the
Ar cage. Variation of the Ar layer thickness in O2–Ar–Ne core-shell clusters shows that a stable
cage is formed by two solvation layers. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2815798�

I. INTRODUCTION

The unimolecular dissociation of a diatomic molecule in
the gas phase belongs to one of the best understood type of
chemical reactions. Most chemical reactions in nature, how-
ever, take place in condensed matter, either at surfaces, in-
terfaces, or in liquids. These different environments modify
the potential energy surface, they affect the intramolecular
energy redistribution, or they cause steric effects where the
ability of the molecule to undergo structural changes is in-
hibited by the lack of space.

In the last decade, the so-called “cage-effect” of the ma-
trix material on a molecule has triggered a lot of theoretical
and experimental work related to matrix isolation
spectroscopy.1–6 The matrix atoms act like a cage and pre-
vent the dissociation products breaking through the first sol-
vation shell. As a consequence the dissociation of a molecule

may be completely suppressed. The suppression of dissocia-
tion will depend on a variety of factors, such as the excess
energy of the molecular reaction, the conversion efficiency
into kinetic energy of the products, and the bond strength of
the solvation layers. Thus, the systematic investigation of the
cage effect is of great interest and will ultimately contribute
to a comprehensive understanding of the role of the host
environment on chemical reactions. Further, it is an interest-
ing question whether photochemical processes of molecules
embedded inside a “soft” matrix could be controlled by coat-
ing them with a well-defined number of atoms of a third
material. More specifically, how many cage atoms are
needed to effectively suppress dissociation? Finally, the dis-
sociation or fragmentation of molecules plays a significant
role in mass spectrometry, which often makes chemical
analysis difficult. Here, deliberate caging of molecules could
provide a route to suppress fragmentation and hence facili-
tate the assignment of mass peaks.

A recent review on the ultrafast dynamics of halogens in
rare gas solids has highlighted the effects of the different
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guest sites, the orientation of the molecule with respect to the
crystal, and its vibrational and rotational motion on its prob-
ability to dissociate.7 Molecules that assume single substitu-
tional sites in cryogenic solid Ar are likely to dissociate if the
molecular axis points towards a hole in the fcc crystal. Mol-
ecules in double substitutional sites with cylindrical symme-
try are forced to vibrate like a piston against an atom in the
cage. In this case dissociation is effectively inhibited. Where
a dissociating molecule is able to exit the cage, it is thought
to do so via interstitial binding sites of the products because
the cryogenic crystalline matrix does not allow for structural
rearrangements.

The restrictions found for the molecular dynamics asso-
ciated with cryogenic lattices are relaxed for solution where
molecules have one or more solvation layers. Here, the cage
exit should be possible by simply breaking bonds within the
solvation layer, the likelyhood of which should depend on
the bond strength and the number of solvation layers. Be-
cause matrix studies offer limited flexibility to investigate the
effect of the thickness of the solvation layer, studies on
doped clusters in the gas phase have been undertaken using
different spectroscopic techniques.8 Fluorescence spectros-
copy is often used to identify the products of photochemical
reactions in clusters,9–19 and femtosecond laser excitation
provides information on the time evolution of reactions.20,21

Femtosecond photoelectron spectroscopy on mass selective
iodine Ar anion clusters showed that a solvation shell of 20
Ar atoms was sufficient to induce recombination of the io-
dine fragments21,20 and similar experiments on iodine in neu-
tral Ar clusters revealed that caging was completed within
10−12 s.22–24 A thorough investigation of the cage effect of
hydrogen halides doped into the interior or onto the surface
of clusters and aligned in a static electric and a laser field
was recently undertaken by Buck and co-workers.25–30 They
measured the kinetic energy of the hydrogen atom as a func-
tion of the orientation and showed that the dissociation of
hydrogen halides can even be inhibited on the cluster surface
because the light hydrogen carries almost all the kinetic en-
ergy and is caged by the cluster and the heavy halogen atom.

Another extreme form of a matrix cage is liquid helium.
Droplets of liquid helium provide the softest matrix material
in nature, and surprisingly even for this extreme case caging
is observed in the fragmentation upon electron impact
ionization.31,32 However, here the observation of intact clus-
ter ions of the embedded molecular clusters was attributed to
efficient removal of the excess energy due to rapid cooling
by the superfluid helium.

In this paper, we have investigated the cage effect on the
dissociation of photoexcited molecular oxygen. For this pur-
pose we have doped diatomic oxygen molecules into rare gas
clusters and varied the thickness of the solvation layer. The
clusters were excited with monochromatic synchrotron radia-
tion and the emitted light was detected by integral and
energy-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy in different wave-
length ranges. These emission spectra allowed us to identify
different photochemical reaction products of the oxygen and
provided a detailed insight into the reaction pathway. Our
primary objective was to investigate how many solvation
layers are needed to inhibit dissociation. Our results show

that recombination of photofragmented O2 becomes possible
when there are two solvation layers of argon. Less than two
solvation layers �50 atoms� do not affect dissociation,
whereas the deposition of more than 100 atoms completely
cages the oxygen molecule in the cluster beam. In contrast,
solvation layers of neon were found to be unable to suppress
the dissociation of O2.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II
we explain the methodology in greater detail, and in Sec. III
we give a description of the experimental setup. Particularly,
we focus on the preparation of shell-like structures using the
so-called sequential pickup technique. The experimental re-
sults are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. We first discuss
the main relaxation channels of large Ar9700 clusters doped
with O2 molecules in a coexpansion of a dilute Ar /O2 gas
mixture �Sec. IV A�, before focussing on the pickup experi-
ments with embedded O2 molecules surrounded by a well-
defined number of Ar atoms N, 50�N�100 �Sec. IV B�.
Section V summarizes our findings.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. General remarks

We have chosen oxygen because O2
+ is known to un-

dergo dissociative recombination in the gas phase �see Ref.
33, and references therein�. Here, the matrix cage comes into
play because the photoelectron clearly has an increased
chance to recombine with O2

+ due to backscattering in the
matrix. The matrix cage will also increase the dissociation
threshold energy which can be detected by a decrease of the
photodissociation yield.34 In the case of recombination of the
photofragments of O2, the 3�u electronic level will be popu-
lated and visible �vis� radiative decay to the 3�g

− ground state
will be observed. The fluorescence of this transition will be
taken as an indicator for inhibited dissociation.

B. Cluster preparation

Experiments with clusters have several benefits such as a
continuous sample renewal and simple preparation tech-
niques. Rare gas clusters are particularly well suited as host
material because of their low chemical reactivity. Further-
more, rare gas clusters are transparent over a wide range of
energies in the vacuum ultraviolet �vuv�. Central to our study
are two different methods of preparing the doped clusters.
The method of supersonic coexpansion of dilute amounts of
O2 in argon into a vacuum produces clusters which on aver-
age are doped with a single molecule, depending on the con-
centration. The O2 molecule acts as a condensation nucleus
and thus it is more likely to be found inside the clusters than
on surface sites. We expect that this tendency is even greater
for larger Ar clusters because the Ar–O2 intermolecular in-
teraction is more favorable than the Ar–Ar. Even so, O2

bound to the Ar cluster surface cannot be excluded, and to
avoid this possibility this work produces doped core-shell
clusters by the multiple pickup method employing two cross
jets in series. The pickup method is well suited to dope solid
clusters such as SF6 with molecules at the surface.35,36 If the
cluster is liquid such as helium it is possible to assemble
clusters inside them by multiple pickup, because the embed-
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ded particles collide with helium and eventually with them-
selves: thus they cool and agglomerate.37 The average size of
the embedded clusters is determined by Poisson statistics and
shows a well-defined dependence on the density of the
pickup gas.38 A similar behavior is observed for hydrogen
clusters which were found to be liquid on their surface. Col-
lisions with two Xe atoms on average led to the formation of
Xe dimers inside the hydrogen clusters.39 Clusters of neon
where found to be liquid when smaller than 150 atoms,40

whereas larger neon clusters still remain quite soft and pos-
sess a liquidlike surface41 because of their low binding en-
ergy compared to other substances. Multiple doping usually
leads to the formation of embedded clusters, because atoms
can diffuse easily through the neon matrix within the time
scales of the experiments �microsecond to millisecond�.
Since the binding energy increases towards the center of a
cluster, the embedded clusters are preferentially located in
the center. In extreme cases, multiple doping can lead to
embedded clusters even in harder materials such as Ar
clusters.42,43 Fast multiple collisions heat the cluster increas-
ing the dopant mobility before the system can relax by
evaporative cooling. Depending on the experimental condi-
tions, it is possible that only a few Ar atoms remain attached
to a cluster formed by pickup of embedded atoms. The size
of these embedded clusters depends on the dopant gas den-
sity in the pickup region as for the helium droplets and is
given by Poisson functions.44 Molecular dynamics simula-
tions have shown that the doping site in Ar clusters depends
on the binding energy and the size of the dopant.36 Further
simulations on single and multiple doping of Ar clusters in-
vestigated the structural rearrangements and their time evo-
lution in more detail45,46 and provided results that agreed
with the experimental findings by Rutzen et al.42

Owing to recent progress in the multiple pickup prepa-
ration techniques, it is now possible to cover the surface of
embedded molecules or clusters with a well-defined number
of atoms of a third material.47 These atoms form a shell
around the impurity on the inside of large host clusters al-
lowing the controlled modification of surface properties of
the embedded system and providing information on, for in-
stance, hindered desorption or dissociation processes at inter-
faces. Employing this novel technique, it recently became
possible to observe electronically excited Ar atoms in
ArKrNe core-shell clusters.47 It was even possible to track
the diffusion of excited Ar atoms through a cage of Kr and
successive Ne atoms and finally to identify them being des-
orbed from the cluster surface.47 The method of cluster ag-
gregation has also beeen applied to other types of materials,
such as metals or semiconductors: as an example, Ag clusters
inside Ar clusters have recently been produced.48

C. Spectroscopic characterization of photoreactions

In the present experiments argon as the cage material
also serves as an optical sensitizer because direct optical ex-
citation of O2 has a comparatively low cross section and
therefore could not be detected. The electronic excitations of
Ar clusters are well understood in terms of surface and bulk
excitons.49 The excitons exhibit discrete bands with well

known energies which overlap with the levels of O2
+.

Whereas in pure Ar clusters the energy dissipation process
leads mainly to vuv fluorescence from atomic and molecular
self-trapped excitons �a-STE and m-STE�,50,51 the energy re-
laxation pathways may change dramatically when clusters
are doped with impurities. We employed two spectrally inte-
grating detectors: �i� one that was sensitive in the vuv and
therefore solely measured the fluorescence of pure Ar clus-
ters and �ii� one sensitive to visible light, thus detecting only
the fluorescence from oxygen related photoreaction products.
There was almost no spectral overlap between the two
detectors52 and hence the ratio between the signals could be
used to measure the extent to which a photoreaction has
taken place. With a third detector we spectrally resolved the
fluorescence at fixed excitation wavelengths which gives a
measure of the abundance of the ArO and O2 reaction prod-
ucts.

A specific reason for the choice of the O2 /Ar system in
the present study is that some of its features considerably
facilitate the interpretation of the spectra. Van-der-Waals
bonded O2 dimers and oligomers decay predominantly via
nonradiative channels upon photoexcitation in the relevant
energy range ��12 eV�.53,54 This property is quite useful for
optimizing the experimental conditions for single molecule
doping. Another important property of oxygen is that
photoexcited-free O2 does not emit in the time frame of the
present experiment. Thus, the observation of oxygen related
emission indicates that a photoreaction of a single molecule
affected by the host environment must have occurred. On the
other hand, it is not possible to identify different oxygen
dopant sites by direct excitation of the molecules, such as has
been done for Xe atoms in various types of rare gas
clusters.55–57 Finally it is worth noting that the vuv fluores-
cence yield of pure Ar clusters is close to unity.58 This is
important here since we will take the quenching of the Ar
emission as a measure for the transfer of energy to the oxy-
gen and the activation of the photoreaction.

III. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at the experimental
station CLULU �cluster luminescence� at the Hamburg
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory �HASYLAB�. The basic
experimental setup is described in detail in Ref. 58. For the
current investigation only a few modifications to the experi-
mental apparatus have been made. These concern the fluo-
rescence light detectors and the multiple pickup source for
the production of core-shell clusters, for which we have em-
ployed two consecutive cross beams �Fig. 1�.

Briefly, core-shell clusters were produced as follows: in
a first step intense beams of Nen clusters were prepared in a
supersonic expansion using a conical nozzle which had a
throttle diameter of d=200 �m, a half-opening angle of
�=4°, and which was cooled with liquid helium. The aver-
age cluster size was estimated using well established scaling
laws. For instance, at a nozzle temperature of T0=30 K and a
stagnation pressure of p0=200 mbars, the average Ne cluster
size was determined as approximately n=7500.59,60 The full
width at half maximum �N of the cluster size distribution
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was approximately N. Next, O2 molecules from a cross jet
were picked up by the Ne clusters. We assume that the col-
lision with O2 softens the Ne cluster and hence the O2 mol-
ecules are able to penetrate deep into the cluster. This behav-
ior is expected because of the liquid cluster surface, the
increased mobility of the molecules in the heated cluster, and
also because of the polarization drag force towards the
center.41 Molecular dynamics simulations on Ar clusters that
collide with single Kr atoms show that a single collision
changes the cluster structure so that it becomes amorphous.45

They further show that within the time scale of the experi-
ment most of the Kr atoms become completely solvated by
the Ar.45 For the much softer Ne clusters the tendency of the
dopant to move towards the center should be even stronger.

In the final step the O2 doped Ne7500 cluster is codoped
with up to 100 Ar atoms. As O2 and Ar have similar interac-
tion potentials with Ne, we assume that the Ar atoms are also
incorporated inside the Ne cluster. This process should be
facilitated by the multiple collisions which heat up the Ne
cluster on a short time scale. The Ar atoms are therefore
expected to locate in the direct neighborhood of O2, and
depending on the total number of embedded Ar atoms, it is
likely that the oxygen becomes completely surrounded. The
core-shell O2–ArN structure will stabilize inside the Ne host
cluster as it will relax to its equilibrium temperature of 10 K
by evaporative cooling of Ne atoms.61 Control of the cross-
jet densities allows O2ArN clusters to be produced with 50
�N�100 Ar atoms inside host Ne clusters.62 The formation
of embedded clusters is finished before the clusters interact
with synchrotron radiation63 because the structural rearrange-
ments are fast45 compared to the flight time of the clusters
��4�10−5 s�.

For the pickup method, the interaction potential between
host cluster atoms and the impurity is of fundamental impor-
tance. The technique only works if the binding energy of the
cluster atoms is significantly smaller than the interaction be-

tween the impurity and the cluster, otherwise the dopant at-
oms or molecules cannot stick to the clusters surface �or even
if they did they would evaporate after a very short time45�.
The depth � of different homonuclear Lennard-Jones pair
potentials of rare gas atoms64 and molecular oxygen65,66

summarized in Table I is a good guide to compare different
bond strengths. Zero-point motion can be neglected. The pa-
rameters for heteronuclear pair potentials �e.g., Rg, ¯O2�
were derived by using the standard procedure,64 �Rg¯O2
= ��Rg�O2

�1/2. The value of ��=� /�Ne–Ne is a measure of the
strengths of different bindings relative to the Ne–Ne interac-
tion. According to the values in Table I, both molecular oxy-
gen and Ar atoms stick to the Ne cluster surface and are thus
expected to penetrate towards the inside during the cluster
melting. The sizes of the embedded clusters in our experi-
ments were determined using theoretical and experimental
work by Lewerenz et al.63 and our previous work.47 The
average number of atoms pickup depends mainly on the
number of collisions between the Ne clusters and the O2, and
it is assumed that almost all encounters lead to O2 molecules
becoming trapped by the clusters. Note that all numbers
given below are mean values for the cluster sizes with an
estimated error for the embedded species of �20%. In the
present work, special care was taken in order to avoid mul-
tiple O2 doping in the first pickup zone by keeping the den-
sity of molecular oxygen in the cross jet as low as possible.

O2 doped Ar clusters were also produced by the coex-
pansion method. This technique has previously been used
with considerable success to produce Xe and Kr doped rare
gas clusters over a large size range.40,55–57 In these studies it
was possible to spectroscopically identify single or multiple
doping and to relate these to the gas concentrations. These
data provide the basis for the present work. For the coexpan-
sion experiments in this work we produced Ar9700 clusters
from a dilute gas mixture containing 1% O2 in Ar at a stag-
nation pressure of p0=2500 mbars, a nozzle temperature
T0=105 K, and using a conical nozzle with d=100 �m di-
ameter and �=15° half-opening cone angle. The previous
work on Xe doped Ar clusters at this size showed that
roughly 75% of the dopants reside in interior sites of the
cluster.

Spectra were recorded by focusing monochromatic syn-
chrotron radiation at a distance of 10 mm downstream from
the nozzle onto the cluster beam. The synchrotron radiation
was scanned between 11.5–12.9 eV at a resolution of 2.5 Å
��30 meV�. This energy range is characterized by strong Ar
cluster absorption �excitons�. The fluorescence light emitted

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematics of the experimental setup. Single oxygen
molecules are doped to neon clusters by the pickup method using a cross jet.
A second cross jet thereafter dopes the clusters with argon. The argon atoms
form shells around the oxygen. The doped clusters are excited by monochro-
matic synchrotron radiation. The fluorescence is recorded in different wave-
length regions. Dispersed fluorescence is recorded using a f =0.25 m
Czerny-Turner spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD
camera.

TABLE I. Lennard-Jones potential depth � of different homo- and hetero-
nuclear molecules �Ref. 64�. The parameter ��=� /�Ne–Ne describes the
strengths of different bindings relative to the Ne–Ne interaction

Molecule � �meV� �� ��Ne–Ne�

Ne–Ne 3.19 1
Ar–Ar 10.34 3.24
O2–O2 22.32 7.0
Ne–Ar 5.74 1.80
Ne–O2 8.44 2.65
Ar–O2 15.19 4.76
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by the doped clusters was detected by photomultipliers sen-
sitive to different spectral ranges. The vuv fluorescence in
the coexpansion experiments was recorded by a Valvo XP
2020 �4–40 eV�, covered with a thin layer of sodium salicy-
late to convert the vuv photons into visible photons. For the
experimentally more demanding pickup studies, a “solar-
blind” Hamamatsu R 1460 photomultiplier �4.1–11.3 eV�
was used. The low-energy fluorescence was measured with a
Hamamatsu R 943-02 photomultiplier which is sensitive be-
tween 1.3–7.7 eV. The R 943-02 was Peltier cooled to sup-
press the dark count rate to a few counts per second. The
integrated fluorescence excitation spectra were recorded by
the photon counting techniques and were normalized for the
spectral transmission of the synchrotron beamline and the
beam current. In addition, spectral dispersed vis fluorescence
at fixed excitation wavelength was measured using a Czerny-
Turner f =0.25 m spectrometer and recorded by a liquid ni-
trogen cooled charge coupled device �CCD� camera. Back-
ground noise created by cosmic particles impinging on the
CCD was removed using home-written software.67 The spec-
trometer was equipped with a 150 grooves /mm grating hav-
ing a spectral resolution of �1 meV at 1.5 eV. It was
coupled to the experimental chamber via a lens system con-
sisting of two LiF/suprasil achromats in order to minimize
chromatic and spherical aberrations �see Fig. 1�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Coexpansion experiments

Figure 2 shows an energy-resolved vis fluorescence
spectrum of O2 doped Ar9700 clusters produced by the coex-
pansion of a 1% oxygen-argon gas mixture. The density of
doped clusters in the intersection point with the synchrotron
radiation is comparatively low and therefore the exposure
time was 60 min. The excitation energy was 12.38 eV,
which corresponds to the longitudinal branch of the n=1� Ar
bulk exciton, where the prime denotes the spin orbit state
j= 1

2 .

The sharp lines of the emission spectrum in Fig. 2 were
assigned to the ArO transition 2 1�+ O�1S�→1 1�+ O�1D�
and to the �	�=0�A� 3�u→ �	�=3–13�X 3�g

− of O2 vibronic
progression54 which is also known as the Herzberg III
band.68 The Herzberg III band is forbidden for free mol-
ecules by dipole-radiation selection rules and is therefore ex-
tremely weak,3 however, in a matrix environment the
Herzberg III band emission is known to be enhanced by sev-
eral orders of magnitude and so can serve as a sensitive
probe of local interactions and dynamics �see, e.g., Refs. 1–4
and references therein�. Its presence shows that electronically
excited oxygen molecules are embedded in the interior of
argon clusters. Moreover, this emission is not seen from O2

dimers,53,54 giving evidence that our clusters are doped with
single molecules.

The observed fluorescence line at 2.2 eV is close in en-
ergy to the O�1S�→O�1D� transition of atomic oxygen at
2.22 eV. This atomic transition is dipole forbidden in the gas
phase and has a long radiative lifetime of �0.71 s.69 We can
therefore exclude the possibility that it stems from free oxy-
gen or from dissociated excited oxygen that has been des-
orbed from the cluster surface. To some extent O�1S� must
remain in the cluster environment where it reacts with the Ar.
Hence, the origin of the peak is electronically excited ArO
�or ArNO� which has a shallow potential minimum in the
excited state, as depicted in Fig. 4. The formation of ArO
excimers in their �1S� state and their radiative transition into
the ArO�1D� state has been studied extensively in the past,
triggered by the idea of using rare gas oxides to build pow-
erful lasers.70 Given our limited spectral resolution we can-
not distinguish ArO from ArNO.

Next, we will investigate the dependence of the fluores-
cence on the photoexcitation energy. Figure 3 shows the
fluorescence excitation spectrum recorded by the vuv-
sensitive detector for pure Ar9700 and O2 doped Ar9700 clus-
ters. Both the features of the doped and bare clusters follow
the spectral profile of the tightly bound excitons, proving
evidence that the oxygen is excited via the Ar. However, the
vuv spectrum is much weaker in intensity when the clusters
are doped with oxygen. The opposite is found in the vis
spectrum. Although pure Ar clusters do not emit photons in
the visible spectral range, a very weak contribution is still
observed, which we attribute to accidental detection of blue
light from the sodium salicylate wavelength converter in
front of the vuv detector. We find that the decrease of vuv
fluorescence and similarily the enhancement of the vis fluo-
rescence are energy dependent. The vis emission is only ob-
served above 11.97 eV, which is close to the ionization en-
ergy of O2 of 12.071 eV.71 A similar threshold of 11.92 eV is
found for the decrease of the vuv luminescence. We will see
in the following that the change in fluorescence yield is
caused by the transfer of energy to the ionic states of oxygen.
Note that the observed thresholds also coincide with the en-
ergies of characteristic surface excitations �
12 eV�. Since
roughly 25% of the oxygen molecules are in or on the cluster
surface, Ar surface excitons are another possible origin for
energy transfer to oxygen and the observed threshold could
be interpreted by a site-dependent energy transfer. We will
see later that, even so, the energy transfer from Ar to O2 is

FIG. 2. Energy-resolved vis fluorescence of doped O2Ar9700 clusters upon
excitation of the argon 1’l exciton at 12.38 eV. Radiative transitions of
ArO 2 1�+→1 1�+�O�1S�→O�1D�� and the vibrational progression
A� 3�u→X 3�g

− of O2 are indicated. �Ref. 54�.
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not restricted to specific exciton sites and that the observed
threshold is purely related to the onset of O2 ionization.

The energy transfer from Ar excitons to O2
+ ions is fol-

lowed by dissociative recombination along several repulsive
curves as depicted in Fig. 4. The 1�u

+ potential curve crosses
with vibrational states of the molecular ion ��=1,2� at
12.4 eV and leads to the O�1S� and O�1D� states.33 Dissocia-
tion along this pathway produces photofragments with a ki-
netic energy of �0.4 eV.

Arn
*O2 → ArnO2

+ + e− → ArO�1S� + O�1D� . �1�

The dissociation of O2 along the 1 1�u
+ is a well known

source of electronically excited atomic oxygen in the upper
atmosphere and is responsible for the long-lived green light
emission. Guberman has calculated the rate constants for
these reaction, considering high Rydberg states and spin orbit
induced state mixing,72 and found that a neutral Rydberg
state �n=7� as an intermediate step is involved,

O2
+e− → O2�Ry� → O + O. �2�

In the present experiment it is possible that the argon exci-
tons couple directly to the O2 Rydberg states, in fact the
threshold being slightly lower than the ionization energy of
the free molecule indicates that Rydberg states might be in-
volved. We nevertheless have to emphasize that according to
the lack of space for orthogonal wave functions in rare gas
matrices impurity Rydberg states are expected to be strongly
mixed and shifted in energy.73

It is important to note that the ArO excimer emission is
only possible if both dissociation products are well separated
from each other, for instance in different Ar shells, because
recombination of the O atom pair is highly efficient in the Ar
matrix.54 1 1�u

+ photofragments that remain inside the same

FIG. 3. Fluorescence excitation spectrum of pure Ar9700 and O2 doped
Ar9700 clusters measured using the vuv-sensitive detector �a� and the vis
sensitive detector �b�. The surface excitons are labeled with s, and the bulk
excitons with t and l. The prime denotes the spin orbit state j= 1

2 . The
fluorescence intensity is given in arbitrary units on a linear scale. The doped
clusters were produced by Ar /O2 coexpansion.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Schematics of the energy levels of the Ar excitons and the relevant oxygen and Ar–O potential curves. The relaxation pathways are
indicated by arrows. For simplicity not all the repulsive curves dissociating into the 3P state �1�u, 3�u, and 1�u

−� are plotted. The curves are based on the data
from several publications. �Refs. 72, 75, 76, and 78�.
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cage can recombine, relax into the A� 3�u, ���=0� state, and
eventually fluoresce into several vibrational levels �� of the
X 3�g

− ground state �Fig. 2�.
The main relaxation channel by which the excited oxy-

gen dimer is formed is similar to the ArO excimer formation
and involves dissociative recombination. In the first step en-
ergy is transferred from the free Ar exciton to the ionic O2

+

ground state, then fast nonradiative decay by dissociative
recombination via the 3�u, 1�u, or the 1�u

− potential curves
populates the 3P state, and finally cage-induced recombina-
tion populates the A� 3�u,

Arn
*O2 → ArnO2

+ + e− → Arn + 2 · O�3P�

→ ArnO2
*�A� 3�u� . �3�

Taking the dissociation energy of O2 �O�3P�� of 5.11 eV and
the excitation energy of 12.38 eV, the photofragments gain
up to 3.5 eV kinetic energy each. The nonradiative decay via
the B 3�u

− state yields identical products. Here, oxygen atoms
O�1D+ 3P� with more than 4 eV kinetic energy are produced
in the first step. The oxygen atoms recombine if caging oc-
curs. Subsequent vibrational relaxation is followed by fast
decay via a curve crossing towards the O�3P+ 3P� states. A
second caging event produces oxygen in the excited A� 3�u
state from which the vis fluorescence is observed.

We have also considered energy transfer from free Ar
excitons into local electronically excited molecular centers
�Ar2

* m-self-trapped excitons�51 and subsequent
Förster-Dexter74 transfer to the O2,

Arn
*O2 → Ar2

*Ar�n−2�O2 → ArnO2
*. �4�

Energy transfer from relaxed Ar2
* self-trapped excitons

would yield dissociation products with reduced kinetic en-
ergy of �2.3 eV, although this scenario is energetically pos-
sible, we believe that the first relaxation mechanism is the
correct one. The main reason for this is that the vis emission
only occurs when the Ar is excited above the ionization en-
ergy of molecular oxygen.

Figure 4 shows the energy levels of the Ar excitons, the
relevant potential curves of O2 and ArO, and the dominant
relaxation pathways which are indicated by arrows. We
would like to add that we found no signs of low-lying Ar2

+O−

charge transfer states being involved in the relaxation cas-
cade of oxygen doped Ar clusters. These states would fluo-
resce in the UV between 4.5 and 7 eV, as known from spec-
troscopic studies in solid matrices.75,76 However, in small
clusters the transition energies may slightly change because
of charge delocalization.77 Our energy resolved-spectra do
not show such emissions, at least for photon energies below
4.4 eV. Moreover, the decrease of the total vuv fluorescence
yield recorded from Ar clusters upon doping �shown in Fig.
3� would not have been possible if charge transfer states
were populated.

B. Pickup experiments

In the following section we will discuss how many Ar
atoms are actually needed to hinder dissociation of molecular
oxygen by either trapping the excited dissociation products
inside different cages �ArO emission� or inside the same

cage �O2 emission�. To address this question we have pro-
duced large Ne clusters that contain molecular oxygen cov-
ered with a well-defined number N of coated Ar atoms �50
�N�100� in their center. The vis and vuv excitation spectra
of Ne7500ArNO2 clusters produced in that way are shown in
Fig. 5. The Ar layer contained N=55,60,65, . . . ,100 atoms
on average. The spectra in Fig. 5 are very similar to those of
clusters produced by coexpansion �Fig. 3� and show the char-
acteristic absorption of Ar excitons. However, the surface
absorption band characteristic for free Ar clusters
�
12 eV� disappears when Ar clusters are embedded inside
Ne. This observation is understandable because of direct in-
teraction of the Ar excitons with the surrounding Ne atoms
which gives rise to a new Ar /Ne interface absorption band
that appears as a shoulder around 12.65 eV.79,80 The appear-
ance of this band verifies that our initial assumption of com-
plete solvation of the Ar shells inside the Ne cluster and
site-independent energy transfer from excitons to O2 was
correct. The Ar /Ne interface band lies above the O2 ioniza-
tion threshold. All the spectra in Fig. 5 including the vis
excitation spectra in Fig. 5�a� show this band, providing
strong evidence for an energy transfer from the Ar /Ne inter-
face to the oxygen. This finding shows that whether excitons
are located in the interior, at the surface, or at the interface of
Ar clusters, it makes no difference to their ability to transfer
energy to the oxygen. It is therefore clear that the observed
energy dependence in Fig. 3 is purely related to the onset of
dissociative recombination in the molecular oxygen ion.

By analyzing the fluorescence data in Figs. 5�a�–5�c� one

FIG. 5. Excitation spectra of vis fluorescence �a� and vuv fluorescence �b� of
core-shell Ne7500ArNO2 clusters are compared with vuv fluorescence excita-
tion spectra of embedded Ar clusters containing no molecular oxygen �c�.
All spectra ��a�–�c�� rise in intensity with increasing N, but the spectra in �b�
are less pronounced than spectra in �c�. N denotes the number of Ar atoms.
The clusters are excited in the energy range of characteristic Ar cluster
absorption. Excitation energies of surface excitons �s�, longitudinal �l� and
transverse �t� bulk excitons, and the NeAr interface absorption �i� are indi-
cated in the figure. The prime denotes the spin orbit state j= 1

2 . The spectra
in �a� are quite noisy due to the low signal and therefore have to be averaged
over five adjacent data points.
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can extract the probability for a caging event as function of
the number of coating Ar atoms around the O2 molecule.
Quenching of vuv fluorescence indicates that energy is trans-
ferred from Ar to oxygen. Likewise the vis fluorescence is a
measure for energy transfer from Ar to oxygen but also for
the recombination of O atoms to 3�u oxygen or, for a smaller
percentage, for the trapping of O atoms in ArO sites. One
also has to keep in mind that the absorption cross section of
Ar clusters depends sensitively on the cluster size N. Thus, to
estimate the size-dependent energy transfer T�N� from the
photoexcited Ar cluster to the oxygen dopant, the total vuv
fluorescence yield Ivuv �O2� is normalized to the pure Ar
cluster absorption Ivuv. Strong quenching of Ar fluorescence
results in low Ivuv �O2� signal which is equivalent to efficient
energy transfer to embedded O2. The energy transfer effi-
ciency T�N� is described by

T�N� = 1 −
Ivuv�O2�

Ivuv
�N� �5�

and plotted in Fig. 6�c�. It can be seen that the energy trans-
fer efficiency T�N� is size dependent—an effect that we re-
late to the degree of excitonic delocalization. The excitonic
delocalization increases with the number of Ar atoms and, as
a consequence, the probability for spatial and energetic over-
lap with the oxygen wave function is increased. To derive the
caging probability as a function of the number of deposited
Ar atoms, the vis fluorescence yield �Fig. 6�b�� is weighted
with respect to T�N�. The caging probability derived in this
way is shown in Fig. 6�a�.

According to this analysis, the caging probability drasti-
cally increases once 50–60 Ar atoms are deposited around
the O2 molecule, approaching unity at around 100 Ar atoms.
What is the reason for obtaining exactly this number and
how does it relate to the layer thickness? Small ArN clusters
assume polyicosahedral structures with fivefold symmetry81

and exhibit closed shells with increased stability for N
=13,55,147, . . ., atoms/cluster.82 If we assume that O2

monosubstitutes the central Ar atoms, as was shown theoreti-
cally for F2 in Ar54,

83 the experimental results in Fig. 6 show
that by filling the first shell �dotted lines� photo dissociation
is not affected. Moreover, our findings show that closing of
the second icosahedral shells is necessary to cage the excited
fragments effectively. The size of the embedded clusters de-
pends on the Ne host cluster size distribution in the super-
sonic beam folded with the distribution derived from the
Poisson statistics of the pickup process. A pickup pressure
that leads to about 100 embedded Ar atoms is equivalent
with all oxygen-doped clusters in the beam being codoped
with at least 54 Ar atoms. If two Ar layers were sufficient to
induce recombination and vis luminescence of oxygen, then
establishment of a third Ar layer will not increase the vis
luminescence any further. Indeed, exactly this is what we
observe: the saturation of vis fluorescence coincides with a
pickup pressure for which all oxygen doped clusters have
their second icosahedral Ar shell completed. The absence of
a cage effect upon deposition of one cover layer suggests that
the dissociation products are predominantly formed with
rather high kinetic energy. This gives further evidence that
vis light emitted from small embedded ArNO2 clusters origi-
nates mainly from recombined excited oxygen dimers in the
A� 3�u state, where 2.3–3.5 eV are released in the formation
process rather than from ArO. On the other hand, it is known
that the energetics and dynamics of dissociation and its sup-
pression sensitively depend on the local environment of the
dopant. Studies on O2 in crystalline Ar showed increased
probability for permanent dissociation at defect sites,
whereas substitutionally isolated O2 did not dissociate at ex-
cess energies �2.5 eV.3 The small embedded Ar clusters in-
vestigated in our work are likely to possess an amorphous
structure and should therefore exhibit a large number of de-
fect sites inherent to the formation process. This could ex-
plain to some extent the fact that the first 40–50 Ar atoms
had almost no effect on the dissociation. Other groups ob-
served signs of caging at much smaller shell thicknesses of
Ar,20,21,25–28,30 but the molecules and the involved kinetic en-
ergies where different which makes a direct comparison dif-
ficult. Unfortunately, we could not record energy-resolved
fluorescence spectra in the pickup experiment that varied the
number of coating Ar atoms because the intensity was too
low. Although the total vis signal should be dominated by the
3�u fluorescence, it would have allowed us to assess possible
changes in the intensity ratio between the 3�u and the ArO
fluorescence. By doing this it would have been possible to
assess the kinetic energy dependence of the cage effect in
much greater detail.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the dissociation and recombination
of photoexcited molecular oxygen isolated in rare Gas clus-
ters with energy-resolved fluorescence excitation spectros-
copy using monochromatic synchrotron light in the vacuum
ultraviolet spectral range. The molecules were embedded in-
side Ar clusters using either the coexpansion or the pickup

FIG. 6. �Color online� �a� Caging probability as a function of the number of
coated Ar atoms N surrounding the O2 molecule derived by normalization of
the total vis fluorescence yield �b� to the experimentally determined energy
transfer �c� �for details, see the text�.
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method. In particular, the effect of the number of coated Ar
atoms around the O2 molecule, i.e., the cage thickness on the
dissociation process, was studied.

Energy-resolved fluorescence spectra of Ar9700O2 pro-
duced by coexpansion of a dilute Ar /O2 gas mixture showed
electronically excited ArO �2 1�+→1 1�+� and O2 �A� 3�u
→X 3�g

−� as photoreaction products. The fluorescence light
was found to depend on the excitation energy showing that
energy was transfered from Ar excitons to O2

+. The observed
threshold showed that in Ar clusters the O2

+ state is lowered
in energy. The nonradiative decay along dissociative poten-
tial curves was found to populate electronically excited
O�1S+ 1D� or O�3P+ 3P�. The excited oxygen atoms recom-
bined inside the argon cage which was detected by fluores-
cence from the A� 3�u state.

In a second set of measurements the doped clusters were
prepared inside large neon clusters by a sequential pickup
process of O2 molecules and argon atoms. Thereby, small
embedded ArN clusters �50�N�100� with O2 in the center
were formed. Characteristic excitonic absorption bands of Ar
clusters �12.0–12.9 eV� were excited and the fluorescence
was recorded in different wavelength regions. As an effect of
the energy transfer to the oxygen the Ar cluster vacuum ul-
traviolet fluorescence was quenched. On the other hand, vis-
ible fluorescence was found to increase in intensity with
growing thickness of the Ar layer. By analyzing the total
fluorescence yield in the vacuum ultraviolet and visible spec-
tral ranges as function of the number of coated Ar atoms, we
derived that oxygen atoms with up to 3.5 eV kinetic energy
are completely caged by two solvation layers of Ar atoms.
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